Accessories*

Swivel and slide

Pommel

Non slip, anti tilt step

Wedge cushion

ELAN

BELUGA

FORTUNA

FUNTIME
* Additional accessories available include a carrybag, transfer disk, hip & chest belts, height raisers and a headrest. Please ask for further details.

Bison Bede Ltd.,

Your Local Bison Dealer is:

Unit 9, No.1 Industrial Estate, Consett,
County Durham, DH8 6ST.

Tel: 01207 585000 Fax: 01207 585085
www.bisonbede.com

The
Bathlift Solution

bisonbede.com

Independence made easy
If it is luxurious bath time you are missing then look no further than the AQUATEC range of bathlifts from Bison. Our range of battery powered
bathlifts are slimline by design and offer that extra space in the bath to comfortably relax and ease those daily aches and pains away.
Operated by a lightweight, ergonomically designed handset that floats in the water, providing easy control at your fingertips. For that extra warmth
and comfort all the bathlifts come complete with detachable, washable soft covers in a choice of colours to match your decor. The bathlifts are
portable, compact and simple to install in your bath in seconds, without any adaptions. If you have a bathing problem, AQUATEC bathlifts are the
ideal solution for you.

AQUATEC ELAN

AQUATEC BELUGA

AQUATEC FORTUNA

AQUATEC FUNTIME

Fixed Backrest

Reclining Backrest

Reclining Backrest

Specifically designed for children

ELAN

BELUGA

The ELAN is a battery powered fixed back

The BELUGA is a reclining lift, allowing you to recline in

bathlift, with a weight limit of 120kg (19

comfort whilst bathing to an angle of 35 degrees,

stone). The ELAN is an easy to assemble,

with a weight limit of 135kg (21stone).

compact one-piece, light weight unit, which

Due to pressure sensitive directional buttons

can be used with or without covermats with

on the hand control, the lift can be

a choice of colours, blue or white.

stopped at any position for the clients
comfort.

FORTUNA

FUNTIME
The FORTUNA is a battery powered

Specifically designed for children, the

reclining bathlift, with a weight

FUNTIME is a compact two piece

limit of 120kg (19 stone). It is

reclining unit (up to 35 degrees)

an easy to assembe, compact two

with special wing back

piece light weight unit, with self

support and either a

releasing suction cups, enhancing safe

pommel

or

wedge

dismantling and removal of the lift from

cushion as standard to

the bath. The reclining facility allows

aid positioning whilst

you to recline to an angle of 35
degrees for the most comfortable
bathing position.

bathing.

